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century has passed, In the course of which no new evidence for the theoiy has been

discovered, it is today being ideIy taught in almost the identical fore in which

it was then presented.

5. A great part of the reason for the acceptance of the multidoconent theory

advanced by Professor Welihausen in 1878 was the fact that he based it upon his

skillful presentation of a particular idea of the development of Israelite reli

gion This idea, however, has now been almost universally discarded. Few

scholars today hold to a theory of Hebrew religious development that is even

approximately similar to that upon which Wellhausen based his idea of the sources

of the Pentateuch, and yet Wellhausen's method of dividing these alleged sources,

and his view of the order of their cnposition (although based 'upon a theory:ot

development no longer, held), are still, being presented as established fact.

6. M essential. feature of the theory, as- taught:.byProfessorWeUhausen.,

was his claim that thevarious docunents--all of them written, according. to the

theory, long after the time of the patriarchs--present only the thought patterns

end ideas of the various periods in which they are alleged to have been written,

and tell us nothing about the actual time of the patriarchs. In the light of

archaeological discoveries it is now recognized that this attitude is no longer

tenable. Therefore most of the recent presentations of the theory assert that a

great part of the material in each of the doaanents was transmitted orally for

many centuries before being incorporated in written form, ai4.that even the latest

of the docznents contains much material that is really early. Thus an important

basis of the Welihausen idea has really been abandoned by its present promoters.

7. Its protagonists assert that the theory can be demonstrated by pointing

out differences of style between the doctinents. Yet these alleged differences in

style mostly settle down to the fact that certain parts of the Pentateuch are

statistical or enunerative, while other parts have more of a running narrative
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